HiltonBecker MD Lactic Acid Gel 10%
As we get older, it becomes increasingly difficult for
our skin to shed cells. This makes it important to use
an effective exfoliator in order to assist and maintain a
healthy skin cycle. Removing the layer of harder skin
on the surface reveals a more radiant and youthful
complexion below.
Dr. Becker’s Lactic Acid Gel 10% works not only to
exfoliate the skin, but helps to unclog skin pores,
soften the skin and encourage collagen health.
Lactic Acid is an effective alpha-hydroxy acid that’s
very good at exfoliating and softening the epidermis.
It produces an excellent balance in exfoliating the skin
without causing irritation.

benefits
•
•
•
•

Helps clear skin pores
Exfoliates epidermal skin cells
Refreshes and renews the surface of the skin
Helps soften skin

daily application

directions

Evening or as often as tolerated

Dispense a small amount of Lactic Acid Gel to
your fingertips and smooth over entire face and
neck. Leave on for 1 to 3 minutes, depending
on tolerance. Rinse with cool water to neutralize.
Follow with a Moisturizer to replenish moisture.
Repeat as needed. Recommended for use on dry
or sensitive skin.

ingredients
Purified Water (Aqua), Lactic Acid, Xanthan Gum.

how it works
Lactic Acid, also known as milk acid, is a
powerful alpha-hydroxy acid. It is often used as
an exfoliating agent isolated and obtained via
glucose, fructose and sucrose from various fruit
and botanical sources.
Lactic Acid deeply penetrates pores, removing any
existing dirt, while simultaneously washing away
dead skin cells. Its natural affinity to the skin makes
it very effective at softening the surface.
Dr. Becker’s Lactic Acid Gel 10% delivers all
these wonderful benefits to you in a convenient
and soft gel.

Lactic Acid is an Alpha-Hydroxy Acid obtained from various
fruit and botanical sources

It has some skin hydrating properties, and heavenly
smooth texture. This ensures that not only will any
exfoliation treatments from Dr. Becker’s Lactic
Acid Gel 10% be effective, but comfortable and
soothing as well.

Lactic Acid deeply penetrates pores, removing any existing
dirt, while simultaneously washing away dead skin cells
Based in a safe and delicate gel with some skin hydrating
properties, providing a soft and smooth texture
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